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AMICI MPTS™ TECHNOLOGY ENABLES U.S. MILITARY BASES, INDUSRIAL, 

AND COMMERCIAL ENTITIES TO REDUCE TOTAL POWER CONSUMPTION 

BY UP TO 40% 

 

U.S. Air Force, Kaiser Permanente, Underwriter Laboratory (UL) Among Dozens of 

Companies to use Cool, Clean, Conditioned Energy  

 

 

 

(LOS ANGELES, CA) – U.S. Air Force, Cheyenne Mountain-NORAD, Underwriter 

Laboratory (UL), and Kaiser Permanente Hospital (Colorado) are among initial entities 

that have purchased Maximum Power Transfer Solution (MPTS™) technology. The 

MPTS™ reduces total power consumption by 20% to 40%. 

 

 The MPTS™ delivers Cool, Clean, Conditioned Power to each of the devices 

connected to an electrical network.  MPTS™ delivers the needed electrical power for each 

connected device, by delivering clean conditioned electricity to allow those devices to 

operate at cooler temperatures.  Cooler operating temperatures extend the useful life of 

expensive electrical equipment.  The process reduces power requirements, increases the 

useful life of connected devices by up to 20%, and reduces the carbon footprint.  

 

 The MPTS™ was conceived and developed by TransPower Company.  It is 

patented in 28 countries. Amici Enterprises and Trans Power have entered into an 

agreement under which Amici is responsible for marketing and sales of the MPTS™ 

technology.  
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 “The MPTS technology samples all of the operating parameters of an electrical 

network 20,000 times a second,” explained Joshua Macciello, CEO of Amici Enterprises, 

LLC. “Based on detected data, appropriate adjustments are made virtually real-time.  No 

other power technology provides equivalent performance.” 

 

 Typically, each $200,000 investment in Amici TransPower MPTS™ equipment 

returns $100,000 to $200,000 every eighteen months in total cost savings. 

 

 “I’ve been mesmerized by their MPTS technology,” said William Lewis, 

CFM/Vice President, National US Facilities Manager / Corporate Service Group, Northern 

Trust. “To prove the claims made about this technology, I decided to do my own 

independent research about it. After scrutinizing it, I am completely amazed at what MPTS 

can do for all businesses, not just for Facility Managers, and in how many ways this 

technology promotes sustainability.” 

  

 “Every year due to power outages or surges we would have compressor failures 

that would dip into our emergency funds for repairs or replacements at a cost of $10,000 

or more each time,” explained George Gielow, Director of Technology and Operations at 

Aurora Mental Health Centers in Colorado. “With the MPTS units in place we have not 

lost a single compressor.” 

 

About Amici Enterprises 

Amici Enterprises,LLC is an innovative and revolutionary company that is comprised of 

forward thinking individuals who have expertise in technology, manufacturing and 

distribution. The company’s goal is to introduce the world to products that help the 

environment and help assure the economic vitality of commercial enterprises and the 

communities they serve.  

 

For more information visit: http://amicimpts.com 

 

 


